
 

 

 

Interested in 
Refugee 

Sponsorship? 

Sponsorship Process 

 Information about available Blended

VOR cases can be requested directly

from the RSTP BVOR office.

 Once the sponsoring group has decided

on a case, they should prepare and

submit the undertaking to sponsor and

all other necessary forms to the

Resettlement Operations Centre –

Ottawa 

 The sponsoring group is encouraged to

send a piece of correspondence such as

a welcome letter to the sponsored

refugees. Contact information can be

obtained through the Matching Centre.

 The sponsoring group receives detailed

information about the refugees’

departure and arrival dates.

Get ready to welcome them to 

their new home! 
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Sponsors’ Responsibilities 

To provide sponsored refugees during 
the sponsorship period with: 

 Reception

 Housing & basic necessities

(6 months covered by IRCC through
RAP income support)

 Settlement assistance (help to find

health care provider, enrolling in
school, connecting with language
classes, job training services, etc.)

 Emotional & moral support

Blended Visa 
Office-Referred 
(VOR) Program 

Please consider assisting people 
in need and enriching your 
communities by sponsoring 
refugees under the Blended 

VOR Program! 

For more information on the program 
and on specific BVOR profiles, contact: 

bvor@rstp.ca 

416-290-1700 ext 403 
Toll Free: 1-877-290-1701 

CCS 

Catholic Crosscrultural Services 

mailto:bvor@rstp.ca


What is the BVOR program? 

 A program to resettle refugees

identified by UNHCR and submitted

to Canadian visa offices abroad

 Immigration, Refugees and

Citizenship Canada (IRCC) and

Sponsorship Agreement Holders

(SAH), Groups of Five (G5), and

Community Sponsors (CS).

contribute to financially supporting

the refugees

 Refugees have already met eligibility

and admissibility criteria, making

them travel-ready

 However, they must be matched

with a sponsor before they can

travel to Canada

Populations sponsored in 
the BVOR Program 
includes but not limited 
to: 

 Syrian, Iraqi , Iranian

 Eritrean, Ethiopian

 Congolese, Burundian, Somali

 Burmese, Colombian, Chinese

The Criteria used for selecting cases: 

 BVORs are referred by
UNCHER and will be travel
ready

 Family configurations are
generally to include smaller
family sizes or larger families
with younger children under
18 

 Cases will generally have low
settlement and health needs

This is where you come in! 

 This program responds to this need

by offering protection and providing

refugees with a chance of a new

life in Canada.

Why get involved? 

 A unique opportunity to sponsor

refugee populations in need of

resettlement while addressing

protection gaps

 Less paperwork as the refugees

have already met eligibility and

admissibility criteria.

 Faster processing times: refugees

will be able to travel within a

few months of the application

being approved

 Blended cost model: refugees will

receive 6 months of RAP income

support upon arrival
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Make a difference in 

someone’s life! 
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